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Session 5: Being Responsible 
 Suggested Week of Use: June 30, 2019 

Core Passage: 1 Timothy 5:1-8,17-21 
 

 
 

News Story Summary 

 

Three young men crossed generational boundaries to make a difference in the life of one widow 

in a small Alabama town. Jamario Howard said that he and two buddies, JaMychol Baker and 

Tae Knight, were waiting for their food in a restaurant when they noticed an elderly lady sitting 

by herself. Moved with compassion for the woman, Jamario walked over to her table and asked 

if he could sit with her for a moment. As they began to talk, the widow explained that she had 

recently lost her husband and the next day would have been their 60
th

 anniversary. A few 

minutes later, the three young men asked the woman to sit with them and they all shared a meal 

together. What would have been a lonely meal for the woman became a reminder of the power of 

human connection. 

 

(For more on this story, search the Internet using the term “Alabama men sit with elderly woman 

at restaurant”.) 

 

Focus Attention 
 

To supplement (or replace) the Focus Attention idea, ask: What are some activities you enjoy 

doing with your spouse, family, or friends? After several people have responded, ask: Would you 

still do these activities if you were alone? For example, would you still go to the movies alone? 

Why or why not? Point out how many senior adults can feel lonely and isolated, especially after 

losing their spouse.  

 

Tell the story of the three men in Alabama who sat with the widow and invited her to share a 

meal with them. Say: This story is a reminder of how little actions can make a big difference. 

Today’s Bible passage will reinforce the importance of treating people well.  

 

 

Challenge 

 

To supplement (or replace) the Summarize and Challenge idea, call attention to the story of the 

three men who ate a meal with the widow. Point out that what the three men did was simple, but 

it made a huge difference not only in the widow’s life, but also in the men’s lives. Say: 

Sometimes, we can get overwhelmed by the needs around us, and we don’t know where or how to 

start helping. But this story is a reminder that caring for people doesn’t have to be complicated.  

 

Group your class into pairs or small teams. Direct the pairs to think of five simple actions 

believers can take to care for people in your church and community. Bring groups back together 

to share their ideas with the whole class as you record them on a board or large sheet of paper. 

Challenge the group to carry out at least one of those actions in the coming week. 
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